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Martin Leahy A P A A  p p      a    

Brian.Considine A A P A p  a a p   p P    

Campbell.Catering A a A A         A    

Emma Murphy A A A A p         A    

Toshko.Zhelev A P A P p  p p  P  A    

Dermot McInerney        a a p  P    

Patricia Conlan P A P P p p 
 

p p p P p P    

J.J.Leahy P A A A  p p a a A  A    

Ann Taylor       p a p p a     

Vincent.Warfield A A A A     a    A    

Michelle Drysdale P P P A p p p a p a  A    

Colin Fitzpatrick P P P P p p p p p P p P    

Pat Stephens A A A A    p     A    

Michael Kelly       p p  p      

Jennifer Schweppe       p a p  a P    

Richard Hennessy       p a p p  P    

Angus Mitchell A P P A p p p p a P p P    

Caoilfhionn 

NiBheachain 

A P A P p a p a a a a P    

Tom Newe       p a a p  A    

Patricia O’Flaherty       p a p p a A    

Mikael Fernstroem       p p a   P    

Peter Tiernan       p p a p p A    

 Nicola Hogan       p   p p P    

Peadar Kirby       p a a   A    

Reena Cole       a  a a a a A    

Michelle O’Dwyer       a  a   A    

Patricia.Moriarty       a a    a A    

Lisa O’Malley        a  A a A    

Muireann McMahon             P    

Sheila Killian         a P  A    

Mags Liddy          p  A    

Bernadette 
Connaughton 

          a P    

 

Minutes Accepted 25. 6.2008  
Matters arising 
Committee would like to thank Patricia Conlon for taking over secretarial duties while Muireann 

was away. Now Muireann has returned she will be reassuming her role as secretary.  
 
Noted: 

Green Society hosting a debate  
Paul Cunningham RTE Environment Correspondent lecture on Wednesday 8 th @2.30 in Jean 
Monnet.  



 
SIF 2 funding under review, may be withdrawn Colin to confirm after a meeting next week.  

 
Time to Walk Time to Cycle Launch 
Either Monday 13th October or Wednesday 15th (open day) 

Caoilfhionn drafted press release (with Sheena Doyle- photographer from press 22 to attend)  
Who will launch the scheme? Don Barry has been asked but awaiting confirmation of a suitable 
time.  

John Breen, Pa O’Brien and Catriona McGrath offered as alternative people if Don isn’t available.  
It was suggested that the group take a short walk (one of the routes). A walk between the two 
bridges (Living bridge and the Dromroe bridge) was suggested as a suitable route.  

 
Action: Caoilfhionn to confirm people to launch the scheme and a day and time.  
 

Calendar ‘09 
Dermot met with Mary, Dave and Eoin. He had compiled a list of possible themes (overall theme 
Transport) presented the themes, 12+ to be decided upon. Other themes were suggested such 

as  
Nicola highlighted that a number of calendars showed up in the waste audit so maybe a smaller 
number of calendars could be printed 1,700 instead of 2,300 printed last year.  

Mikael & Nicola suggested getting rid of ring binder? Maybe folding instead? Dermot to review 
with Dave and the printer. 
Angus suggested getting a quote from Print Factory but Dermot noted that the designers have 

worked with the printers before and are comfortable with them. 
Double-sided printing was suggested to the designers but they didn’t agree as they felt the space 
was needed for all the information. 

Patricia noted that we may not have access to as much funding as last year (dipping into the EC’s 
own budget might be necessary) so the internal costs needed to be kept as low as possible. 
Dermot asked the Committee if they were happy with the text on the reverse of the main page 

and everyone agreed it was useful. Mikael suggested including dates of note for other cultures 
also. IPA yearbook has all the dates of significance (Patricia) 
 

Action: Dermot to pick the top 12 themes (plus a few extra for designers to work around) and to 
pin down internal costs before we proceed with the final stage. 
 

EarthHour 2009 
 28th March 2009 8.30-9.30 p.m. all the lights in a town/city/community switched off around the 
world (www.earthhour.org). Colin suggested we do this in UL an event could be held around it. A 

lot of planning would be required and all stakeholders to be involved:  
-Environmental Committee  
-Buildings 

-Energy manager 
- Village managers 
- Students Union 

-Young Greens and Enviro Soc. 
Brian- from a Buildings perspective it is possible- Chris and Tony would need to be involved. A 
safety issue could arise but Colin said common sense would be employed when it came to 

switching off lights. 
Alternative sources of light could be explored (candles, wind-up etc.) 
Ritchie asked if it was effective? Mikael and Colin said it was a message and Off is always better.  

Action: Dermot to lead the project and Nicola and Muireann to help out.  
Jennifer-could the entire city and county be involved? City and County councils to be informed.  
 

Events Spring ‘09 



Brochure with Autumn events produced and a wide variety of events planned. Gavin Harte is 
available to talk before or after his own talk for the E.C. Angus will pass on his details if  anyone is 

interested in getting him to talk for their class/group. 
 
Next Semester: 

Suggestions asked for for events and movies. 
2/3 Movies- The Age of Stupid (Angus to contact production company to ask if UL can show it) 
Outdoor or indoor screen looping The Story of Stuff. Or show it as a short before a longer movie.  

 
Suggested speakers: 
Friends of the Earth- Oisin Coughlan 

An Taisce- Eanna ni Lamhna- Patricia noted that a fee and expenses may have to be offered as 
she will have to travel a distance. 
Localivore chef- Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstall, Darina Allen, Richard Corrigan (talk could 

incorporate a demo) 
Transition Towns- Rob Hopkins. 
Sustainable Living- Barbara Kingslover ‘Animal, Vegetable, Miracle’ 

Rachel Carson ‘Silent Spring’ biographer- external examiner for history dept. (Angus to ask) 
IPCC- John Sweeney NUI Maynooth 
Eden Project 

 
Workshops:  
Growing food or raised beds- Jim Cronin, Seed Savers, Organic Centre –Dromcolliher.  

 
Meeting with Management 
The meeting had been deferred since June.  Patricia noted that the timing might not be great at 

the moment given the current issues in play. Defer until December? However Colin pointed out 
that it may be a good time to meet with management given the current financ ial issues and 
adopting Environmental strategies could save money in the long term.  

 
Action: ask for a meeting in late November or early December. 
 

Farmers’ Market 
 
There was general agreement that this was a success, even though there seemed to be a drop in 

business. There were several new stands (fish, cheese, pork and chicken). Additional bakery 
products were offered, but at the moment the list for these is full.  
 

There was a discussion regarding a ‘recipe station’ – as is the case with the Butter Market.  
Michael has the relevant soft ware. Caoilfhionn and Jennifer are planning a contribution for An 
Focal.  

 
Campus development (GA Sub Committee) 
 

Colin attended a meeting earlier in the year, where energy was given considerable emphasis.    
 
Website – revamping 

 
Tom has revamped the Website. Many thanks to Tom for this time consuming task. He has 
archived a lot of the historical material (groups).  Thanks too to Eugene for his help over the 

years.  Unfortunately the car pooling site has been hacked, and is  currently not available.  It will 
be necessary to access Eugene’s pc to deal with this; this will await a future date, when Tom has 
time available. Everyone is asked to look at the website and offer comments on it – thanks. 

 
AOB 
 



There was the suggestion that the Environmental Committee should assist the University to 
develop an environmental strategy, with targets.  Colin will propose to the president that he be a 

member of the relevant GA Sub Committee; possibly the Environmental Committee should 
establish a Sub Committee to support the general activities. 
 

Angus asked people to come to the Contemplative Centre on Tuesday at 3pm – even for a brief 
period – to discuss sustainability (the ‘sustainable hour’).  
 

Mikael mentioned the Limerick ‘Freecycle’ website could we do a similar one on campus? Nicola 
mentioned that herself and Angus had been at a conference in the UK where a recapture site in 
LBSE was described. It had proven successful and on a couple of different occasions Nicola had 

advertised free books over the public folders with great success. Patricia pointed out that the idea 
of a ‘swap shop’ had been discussed before but the E.C. had no capacity to store items. And 
perhaps pushing the existing sites would be a better idea (Limerick freecycle, Jumbletwon etc.) 

 
Reminder: Trevor Sargeant on Monday 6th at 7.30pm 
 

Next meeting: to be confirmed. 
 
Apologies I got: Ann Taylor 

 
Apologies Colin got: Sheila Killian, JJ Leahy, Tom Newe and Michelle ODwyer 
 

Patrick McHugh has left, and Roisin Monaghan is the permanent administrator in the ULSU – so 
she is the mail box for the students 

 


